
CSI Web Adventures    Name ____________________________________ Period  _________ 

Go to http://forensics.rice.edu/ and click “Case One:  Rookie Training”. Once inside, select MEDICAL EXAMINER to conduct your 
virtual autopsy, and access the case studies. 
 

What probably caused the bruising across the victim’s chest? ________________________________________________________ 

What probably caused the cuts on the victim’s shoulder? ____________________________________________________________ 

What is the first thing an ME does when a person arrives for autopsy? __________________________________________________ 

SELECT “Practice the Autopsy” 

What three protective garments did you choose?  ______________________   _______________________     ___________________ 

What tool did you use to cut through the outer skin? __________________________________ 

What tool did you use to remove the rib cage? ______________________________________________ 

What tool do you use to get a blood sample, and where do you get it?   tool:___________________ organ:____________________ 

What actually killed this person (2 words):  __________________________  _________________________________________ 

Describe what that is: _____________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

What percentage of all deaths are     Accidental? ________%              Homicide ________% 

Suicide ________%     Natural ________%   Unknown/Undetermined ________% 

Which, of the 5, was written on the crash victim’s death certificate? _____________________________ 

What was the manner of death for each of the following case numbers?    #6877 __________________ #11989 __________________ 

#23380 _________________ 

#4775 __________________ #94575 __________________ 
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